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Ebert set
to open
Oct. 19
Maura Sulltvan
As students return to the chal-
lenges of academia. The College of
Wooster campus is transforming it--
' self.Any alert visitor could not have
failed to miss the signs of construc-
tion occurring across campus. In
' particular, the restoration and addi-
tion of Severance Art Building is
nearing completion.
Originally constructed asaphysi-cal-educati- on
buildine. Severance'
" Art has more recently been used as
Center in Sverence Hall will house
. the studio art and art history depart- -
ments. The art history department
was previously housed-in-Fric- k,
which will now be turned into the
. new science library. The 17,000
square foot addition includes the
Sussel and Morgan Galleries and
. icviiuc auu acimiifii liquid.
According to Sarah Patten, vice
president of developement at the
College, "the purpose of the reno-
vation is to join the studio art and
art history departments together in
one building." There are new IS stu-
dio art studios on the track in the
former gym, the gym floor now
holds painting, drawing and
printmaking classes, the basement
houses ceramics and sculpture and
all of the art history and studio art
faculty have offices on the first floor.
The $5.7 million project was
made possible through a generous
gift of Mr. and Mrs. Robert O. Ebert
Mr. Ebert, a trustee of the College,
counts two daughters and a grand-
son as Wooster graduates. Construc-
tion work, which began last fall, will
i i .i . . .
three weeks.
The new building will be dedi-
cated the wekend of Oct. 19. As part
please see EBERT, page 3
V SAB Sidekicks registration
will take place today and to-
morrow in Lowry Lounge from
10 a.m.-- 7 p.m.
V On Saturday, SAB will
sponsor a trip to Cedar Point
Tickets are available at the
Lowry Front Desk for $15.
. , , .
Scot Spirit
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The Scot Band inarches towards Scot Spirit Day, which took place
this past Friday. The event, sponsered by the Student Activities Of-
fice gave students an opportunity to check out organizations on cam-
pus. Over 50 groups were represented, recruiting new members and
publicizing their cause. The band performed a live concert in front
of the waterfall for onlookers and WCWS broadcast live from the
Lowry hillside. Food Services also got into the act, holding a picnic
on the Lowry patio. A large amount of students attended the event,
enjoying the sunshine and mingling with new people. Students were
not only given the opportunity to get involved, but also a chance to
meet other students in a setting more relaxed than the classroom.
Scot Spirit Day is an annual event
spring.
V Friday is the last day
--to add a course.
V Tuesday Ellen Goodblatt
will give a lecture on relation-
ships in Gault recital Hall at 8
p.m.
V SGA elections will take
place Tuesday.
whose planning begins in the
V Tune into the all new cam-
pus affairs radio show starting
this Friday at 4 p.m. on WCWS.
V Two dimensional paintings
by Pierre Gour will be on display
in Lowry starting Monday.
Bradley on education
Former senator opens Forum series
Susan Leem
'It is a rare person indeed whose
curriculum vitae can consist of as
little as three lines and can be t..
uniquely identifying." said President
Hales introducing former US. Sena-
tor Bill Bradley. Bradley opened the
; 1997 Forum series, the theme of
which is "Educating Ourselves for
the 21st Century. Hales also said
mat Bradley has "kept his finger on
. the pulse of higher American edu-
cation." Bradley's observations of
and suggestions for the future of
American education were the focus '
ofTuesday evening's lecture.
While charming a responsive au-
dience with Keillor-esqu- e stories of
his childhood and acquaintances,
Bradley relates education to leader-
ship by saying "we have to lead in a
new way ... it leadership should
come from the power ofexample ...
of a pluralistic, multi-racia- l, multi-ethica- l,
multi-cultur- al society where
people actively participate in theif --
comnmnity." Dwayne Davis, Di-
rector of Housing, said of Bradley
Soup and Bread in danger
Jamie Mapes '
Last year. College of Wooster stu-
dents raised over $12,000 for less
fortunate people through the Soup
and Bread program. This year, the
program might not even operate due
to a lack of student interest.
According to Shannon Vance '98,
co-ch- air of Soup and Bread, 350
people must sign up in order for the
program to run. So far this semes-
ter, 300 students are signed up for
Tuesday dinner and 270 are signed
up for Thursday lunch. "It really
makes me mad that last year we
raised so much money and this year
we might not even be able to run the
program, said Vance. .
The Soup and Bread program runs
V The Black Women's
Organization sponsors an old
school field day this Friday at 4
p.m in the Armington Quad.
V Monday there will be a
poster sale in Lowry from 10
a.m.-- 7 p.m.
I v v
.'r Photo by David Heisserer
.
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that "he's leading by example him-
self, by the book he's written, the
project he's working on, campaign '
finance reform .:. he's at a time in '
his life when he could be relaxing '
... he has causes hejy.'igyehjn aadr
M flgn"tlng 7o?them."
.
k
please see BRADLEY, page 3
under the premise "saving the world
one bowl at a time,' according to
Vance. Students who register for the
program agree to eat in Kittredge on
the day or days that they sign up for.
The cafeteria serves various kinds
of soup and bread instead of a full
meal. For each student who partici-
pates, $2.50 is donated to charity by
the College. Once a student is signed
up for the semester, they are not al-
lowed to eat at Lowry on the desig-
nated day. However, if the student
does not eat in Kittredge the money
will still be donated.
Sign-up- s will continue all week
in both dining halls at lunch and din-
ner. Anyone needing more informa-
tion can call either Vance at ext.
3431 or Allen Ward '00 at ext. 4418.
4 Wednesday, Harry W.
Eberts will speak on "The
Meaning and Challengebf
Covenant: The Old Testament"
in Lean Lecture Hall at 7:30
p.m.
V If you ordered a 1997 In-
dex, please pick it up next week
X
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News
Page 2
National
A new survey released Monday by the National Center on Addic-
tion and Substance Abuse at Columbia University shows that 41 per-
cent of high school students claim to have witnessed drug deals on
school grounds, and 25 percent have seen drug deals in their neighbor-
hoods. The survey also found that three-fourt- hs of high school stu-
dents and nearly half of middle school students say that drugs are kept
and used on school grounds. Thirty five percent of students cite drug
use as the most important problem they face, a number which is up
three percent from 1995. - v
The Senate committee investigating campaign fund raising began
to build a case Wednesday that Vice President Al Gore knew, or should
have known, he might be breaking the law by soliciting funds from the .
White House. The Senate Governmental Affairs Committee heard tes-
timony from Democratic National Committee legal counsel Joseph
Sandler. However, it quickly became clear that Gore was the real tar-- .
get Sandler was asked about the difference between so-call- ed "hard
money and "soft money. Hard money is limited to $20,000 per per-
son per election cycle and can be used directly in presidential and con-
gressional campaigns. Soft money can be given without limit by cor
porations or individuals but can not
didate. The distinction is important
allowed to raise federal money from
knowledged making 86 fund-raisin- g
originally argued that he was raising
clear, though, that some of the funds were deposited into a DNC fund.
: 7 International . . , , -
Recovery crews in Haiti prepared to try moving a sunken ferry and
its entombed passengers from the sea bottom Wednesday as the coun-
try began more than three days ofmourning for victims; possibly num-
bering more than 200. Maritime authorities say the ferry was not over-- '
loaded and appeared to put the blame on passengers. The ferry rolled
over and sank Monday when passengers eager to disembark moved to
one side. '
US Secretary of State Madeline Albright told Palestineans Wednes-
day to fight terrorism and Israel to stick to peace deals so together they
could lift Middle East peacemaking from the depths ofcrisis. On the first'
day of a peace drive, Albright met Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu for three hours and told reporters at a joint news conference
Israelis and Palestinians had to restore theirjoint four-ye- ar partnership.
compiled by Jamie Mapes
ACS offers classes
Brian J. McFillen
A college student today requires
the knowledge of how to use a com-
puter. They're involved with every-
thing, from the traditional math and
science courses to English, from
political science to philosophy.
So what do you do if you're com-
puter illiterate? Go back to type-
writers and slide-rule- s, doomed to
a life of technological backward-
ness? Never!
For several years Wooster's Aca
demic Computing Service (ACS)
has been conducting classes to help
with this problem. According to
ACS Director Philip Harriman the
programs are being offered because
"many students come to the campus
be used to directly support a can
because federal employees are i
federal buildings. Gore has
calls from the White House bi
soft money. Last week it became 1
with information from CNN Online
not having had a lot of experience
with computers, or not having ex-
perience with Macintoshes. We
conduct the programs so that stu-
dents can feel comfortable and
confident with the software pack-
ages that we have here at the col-
lege."
Harriman said that the classes
have been fairly well attended, with
"maybe seven to ten people in each
class."
The director urges students to let
him know if there are any sugges-
tions they have for next year's class
schedule. "We're always open to
suggestions."
All classes are held in Taylor 209.
To register for a class or for infor-
mation contact ACS at ext. 2244.
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Community discusses drug problem
James W. Roller
Civic leaders and community
members came together at the
Wooster High School on Tuesday
night to discuss drug prevention.
The concerns stemmed from the
Aug. 21 drug raid which netted 79
arrests.
On hand to give presentations and
field questions included Wayne
County Sheriff Tom Maurer;
Wooster High School Principal
David Burnison; Bob Merrilott,
chief of police in Wooster and Su-
perintendent of Wayne County
Schools, Dr. David Estrop. "Daily
Record" Publisher Vick Dix opened
the forum by addressing the city's
present outlook. "Wooster's a won-
derful city, but it's a wonderul city
facing problems."
Maurer said that he knew there
was a drug problem among Wayne
County teenagers when he took of-
fice. Within his first month in of-
fice, he began coordinating an un-
dercover effort with FBI officials.
While the drug raid was success-
ful in the short-ru- n, it has brought
the issue of drug use to the front of
the public agenda. Maurer said,
"We know that enforcement and in-
terdiction is not going to solve the
problem alone ... the only way we
can make headway is working to-
gether as a community."
Burnison is excited that there is a
renewed interest in the community
in doing something about the prob-
lem. "There was a lot of suppport
to take risks that were needed to
take the necessary risks," empha-
sized the principal.
It is estimated that 70 to 75 per-
cent of Wooster teens have tried
Security implements new programs
Betsy Scheneman
Security on campus is very impor-
tant at The College of Wooster. Im-
provements have been made this
year enabling the College to be an
even safer place for its students, fac-
ulty, staff, and community.
One of the more interesting secu-
rity improvements that started this
year is "the officer to a residence
housing facility program." An of-
ficer from the security staff will be
assigned a designated dorm, andor
house. Their duty is to work closely
with the resident director and assis-
tants. The officer will participate in
floor meetings to discuss issues that
concern the students safety. It is
hoped that the connections between
the security officers and residential
life staff will effectively reduce and
help eliminate dangerous situations.
The rationale behind this program
is that students will feel more com-
fortable about approaching their of
& c & SoKit vr
t
-
Civic and community leadersfield
Tuesday night.
drugs or alcohol by the tipae-the- y
reach 18 years of age. tJne com-
munity member disputed that figure,
saying that his son gave the figure
of 90 to 98 percent as more accu-
rate.
When asked how the drug prob-
lem related to the College, Merrrilott
stated, "We've never been able to
undertake an operation at the Col-
lege. There are no efforts, as of
now." Part of the problem is that
the College is a private institution
with its own security system and stu--.
dents are allowed more privacy
since they are all at least 18 years
old.
While the bust was good public
relations for the Sheriff's Depart-
ment, the court system does not al-
low for most raids to sustain their
initial impact. According to
Merrilott, 14 of the 79 prisoners are
currently being held in state prison
while six are in in federal prison.
"You cannot, always hold some-
one," said Merrilot, "who does a
ficer about concerns they might
have.
One of the biggest security con-
cerns is propped open doors. This
seems to be a particular problem for
Holden and Armington. Propping
doors is dangerous. On any given
night, security claims to find 15 to
20 doors propped open. Propped
doors are an open invitation for any-
one to enter. Security stresses the
importance of keeping doors closed.
A new fire safety program is the
second major improvement. Each
housing Tacility has been provided
with safety stickers for each room.
These stickers explain important re-
sponsibilities and duties for fire
evacuation. Also included is severe
- weather information. There is' a fine
if these stickers are removed. The
residential life staff will receive fire
safety manuals and conduct evacu-
ation drills. The security officers
will help monitor these drills. The
faculty, staff, and administrators
Photo by Mandy Magdic
questions from Wooster citizens
wrong." He cited limited space and
high costs for less than desired pen-
alties. It is possible that someone
arrested during the raid could be re-
leased on their own recognizance if
it is their first offense.
Estrop does not believe that ar-
rests, drug sniffing-dog- s and threats
are sure-fir- e solutions to the drug
problem. "There is too much money
to be made selling drugs."
Most in attendance agreed that
answers start at home. Encourag-
ing parental figures are needed to
influence children when they often
turn to negative influences. While
90 percent of the drug flow in the
community was temporarily
halted, it is sure to revive if an ef-
fort to keep them out is not fol-
lowed through.
Community member Lydia Th-
ompson characterized the drug
problem as a societal one that could
have been avoided. "We turned our
head and the young people thought
we didn't love them."
were also provided with fire evacu-
ation and severe weather informa-
tion.
Another new security program at
Wooster is the whistle alert In about
two weeks students will, receive
whistles from their residential life
staff and officers. The whistles are
designed for students walking
around in the dark hours who en-
counter a security problem. They
can signal for help by blowing their
whistle.
There are two main goals for The
College of Wooster's campus secu-
rity. The first is crime prevention to
minimize the instances of crime.
Secondly, control of the abuse of al-
cohol and drugs. Other issues in-
clude theft, attacks, and vandalism.
The security staff is a rather large
team. The director of security is
Mr. Joe Kirk. There are six full time
officers and five full-tim- e dispatch-
ers. There are also 35-4- 0 student
security officers.
'News
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New study
Jessica DuPlaga -- :.V:
For the fall semester of 1998, the
College is offering a carefully
planned and culturally rich study
abroad option in Greece and Turkey. --
Professor of Classical Studies Tho-
mas Falkner, along with his wife and
Program Coordinator Rose Falkner,
have arranged "Wooster in Greece.
It is normally offered as a summer
program every third year, but it has
been approved for the fall semester
or lwo. we nope uiai n me se-
mester program is a success it will
be offered in future years as well,"
said Thomas Falkner. -
" Students in the program .will ex-
perience on-si- te study of Greek ciri-tu- re
and travel to various archaeo-Irteic- al
site, monuments and muse
ums located in cities such as Crete,
Corinth, Olympia, Delphirand '
.
.
w i t jj.' .4 :n
enroll in four classes regarding
Greek history and --culfure-which
carry four full-cour- se credits. .
--
' Fees covering instruction, resi-
dence, student apartments and inter--'
Mr
With SGA elections taking place
on Tuesday, candidates are begining
to focus on why they are running
and what they hope to accomplish
if elected. There are five open seats
in each class, with no seniors .five
Marcie Kasek '01
Senior class secretary, stu-
dent council member for three
years. "I really want to get in-
volved at Wooster and SGA has
a big effect in voicing the con-
cerns of the students and bring-
ing about change." .
Angel Jernigan '00
Member of SGA last year. If
re-elect- ed this year, hopes to
make a difference on campus in
any way possible. "I feel the stu-
dents on campus need fair repre-
sentation. There have been very
few minorities on SGA in the past
and I hope to change that I want
people to feel they can come to
me with any problems they are
having."
. . v
.. Emily Fleming '00
Vice President and Commu-
nity Outreach Chairperson of
SADD and involved in Circle K.
Through my involvement in
SGA I hope to increase student
participation in and awareness of
the operations of student gov-
ernment on campus."
abroad option offered for fell of '98
i
Summer students at the Lion Gate in
- raPtravef in Greece and Turkey are
paid as part of the regular fees to
the College, minus board, as stu-
dents prepare their own meals. Fees
do not cover air-fa- re to and from
Athens. Students reside in furnished
: apartmentsnear The Athens Centre."
. The program "provides an inten-
sive introduction to Greek civiliza-tki- n,
from the prehistoric tome Byz-
antine and a chance to experience
juniors, six sophomores, and eight
freshman running. Election re-
sults will be announced to the can-
didates Tuesday evening after all
of the votes have been counted by
members of SGA.
Laura Markley '99
Representative on SGA for
the past two years. There are so
many --separate entities on cam-
pus and we need to learn how to
work together. If you look at it
like a picture, we are all separate
pictures and we need to learnL
how to blend together. I think that
needs to start with groups like
SGA and I want to work towards
that end."
Antonia Cassarino '01
Member of student govern-
ment in high school. "I think that
freshman tend to be intimidated
by upperclassmen, so the class
needs someone who will not be
-- intimidated and will stand up for'
our voice."
Divya Thadani 99
Campus Council and ISA,
J-Bo-
ard, three years of SGA in
high school. "I want to get in-
volved in the serious offices on
campus so I know more about
what is going on on campus and
am more involved."
vrv
Photo courtesy of Thomas
Mycenae, Greece on a past Fautneb
first-han- d the rich culture of mod---1
ern Greece, says Thomas Falkner.
Founded in 1973r "Wooster in ;
, Greece" is an interdisciplinary pro-
gram created by faculty members
from the art, classical studies; and
history departments. ' Thomas
Falkner was the program's Director
froml984 to 1996. - :
' Although it is sponsored by the
"Department of Classical Studies,
Ryan Dansak '00- - ,
Ran for SGA president last
year and received a crash course
in school government-- "I would
. like to get the student body more
involved in student government
and make sure that the voice of
the people is always heard." .
Sarah Bandomer '01 '
.
--Social head ef student coun-
cil in high school. "I think being
involved is really important A lot
of people are apathetic and don't
care, but I am very concerned and
have good leadership qualities. I
want to help represent the student
body and myself by being in
SGA."
Elise Pilorget '01
President of youth ministry
at church and represented her
church at youth councils. '1 have
enjoyed my first few weeks here
and hope that by working on the
SGA board I can further the en-
joyment of everyone else."
Liz Enslen '01
--Member of student govern-
ment in high school-- "I want to
get involved on campus and in-
put my ideas into, the student
'
Thomas Falkner says that if there
is one thing we want to emphasize
it is that the program is not just for
classics majors, but for any student
interested in Greek studies and look-
ing for a quality off-camp- us experi-
ence. It should be attractive to stu-
dents from a variety of majors and
backgrounds." It may be ofparticu-
lar interesCFalkner said, to students
of anthropology, archaeology, art,
classical studies, and religion, but
"we are hoping for a very mixed
group and students of different
backgrounds and interests."
Any student in good standing at
Wooster, as well as at other colleges
and universities, is able to partici-
pate in the program in tljeir sopho-
more or junior year. There are no
prerequisites. To apply, students
should see Rose Falkner, program
coordinator, in Kauke 119, exten-
sion 2395, or Thomas Falkner in
Kauke 208, ext 2320. The applica-
tion process is simple, but the pro-
gram has a 20-stud- ent limit and the
deadline for applying is Feb. 15, r
1998. - - ---- - .
. Mayura James 99.
SGA senator last semester,
secretary ofSAB, member of stu-
dent alumni association, and
member of Model UN. "With all
of the different clubs I am in-
volved with I have a feel for not
just one section of people, but a
large variety and I think I would
be able to express all of their feel-
ings." '.
Rayanne Hawkins '01
"I love working with people
and I would be a good facilitator
of communication between stu-
dents and SGA."
Everett Peachey 01
Member of student govern-
ment in high school. "In high
school my student government
was able to do remarkable things
and I would like to continue the
tradition here. This is a nice cam-
pus, but there is always room for
improvement"
The following candidates were
unavailable for comment:
Bflal Zeeshan '01
Jacque Gray '00 --
Akaksha Sondi '00
Jason Storck '00
Molly Hilger '99
Marsha Simpson 99
Bradley
continued from page 1
A recurring theme throughout the
lecture was a need for economic and
social progress. In these areas Kevin
Cabral '01 finds a point of conten-
tion. According to Cabral "Bradley
is a man of contradiction. He wants
more spending on a social safety
net-- education, research, and envi-
ronment- but he also wants to keep
a tight budget with the 'lowest pos-
sible tax rates. He wants workers
to win-ng-nt tor-mgn- er wages ana-benefit- s
but he's on the board of J.P.
Morgan."
A broader suggestion Bradley
made to achieve progress in these
areas concerned comnnmication, spe-
cifically the need "to engage in a can--
aia dialogue wim people wno are au
ferent than you are, there is no better
place to do that than college.
Looking for more concrete sug-
gestions, Wooster student Kel
O'Donnell '01 said, "there wasn't
erioueh substance, it was like
cheerleading, he got us excited about
diings but didn't go into detail about
them." Unlike O'Donnell, commu-
nity member Walt Thacker was con-
tent with the "cheerleading aspect
of the lecture, saying 1 thought be
spoke well to you kids, to what you
have to look forward to." 1
Ebert
continued from page 1
of the dedication ceremony, an ex-
hibit of faculty work will be shown
in the new gallary space. The works
exhibited will be from Garth
Amundson, drawing professor, Jenr
nifer Dailey, a one-ye- ar visiting pro-
fessor of painting and printmaking,
and Walter Zurko, a sculpture and
ceramics professor. There will also
be two exhibits of print etchings by
Jonathan Taylor Arms in the winter,
which will be organized by the mu-
seum seminar class. In addition
there will be a spring exhibit of work
by Hung Liu.
compiled with helpfrom Jenny
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Stupid girls and boys
In the past, this space has been used to berate administrative hypocrisy,
strip bare the inner workings of campus, and yes; even to mStke fun of
SGA. But today we puTdown. our beacon of justice and turn our attention
to the Little People. The Common Mangos-th- e Common Woman. The
fool in front of you in line who doesn't remember-wher- e he put his ID.
The modern person is overwhelmed with instructions. Pay your credit
card bill on time or it will be considered late. Press the "alarm" button and
the "set" button to set the alarm. Lather, rinse and repeat It seems that society
has led us down the path where one can no longer assume that a regular
person knows how to operate a bottle of shampoo.
Is it merely apathy or is it stupidity? Campus events are heralded from
every nook and cranny with Scotch tape, but first meetings of organizations
are overwhelmed in chaos because nobody took the time to figure out where
they were supposed to go. ' :' ,
"There are no stupid questions," chide the nicerpeople, those less affected by the
bitter cynicism of human interaction. These people have been blessed, dealing with
individuals who ask politely how to find the Registrar rather than the ones who
wonder why they can't just get Dean Figge to sign their overload sheet for them.
We are the few, the proud, the people who can turn off the television when
"Roseanne" is on. Let's get our heads out from underneath the couch cush-
ions and figure out how a Fruit Roll-U- p works . .. without the instructions.
Tear down this line!
It seems silly to whine when we are so well off, feasting three times a
day in the beautiful Lowry ballroom. We can't deny that we have it good.
And yet, it's 8:45 and there is a ten minute wait until we can deposit our
trays; it's 12:46 and the line is reaching the PEC; it's time to go to class
and we can't. We have the option of leaving our trays on the table and
slipping away (how very Wendy's), piling our plate onto the tray of an
unsuspecting acquaintance, or standing. And standing. And standing. And
looking like Soviet-er- a Russians on shopping day.
Somewhere there is a solution to this malaise, and we think the Lowry
staff ought to find it Mr. Raber, take care of this mess! Give students
Mom's vouchers if they turn their trays in before the rush. Put out the
Kittredge-esqu- e tiered tray dumps to supplement the conveyor belt Insti- -'
tute a system of bussers to collect our uneaten Pop-tart- s. We don't care
what you do, but do something! Gosh darn it we pay for our meals and
we are sick and tired of waiting in line to leave.
And don't suggest that we should simply dump our trays in staggered
increments. We're only college students, you know.
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Fields ofgold paved in asphalt
New small house parking lot is a solution that doesn't solve
Last semester, with the piling up
of cars around campus, it became
dearly needed some new student
parking facilities. This year, the
college has answered the growing
demand for parking with a new lot
right between Hesson and Kate
houses.
At first glance this parking lot
has solved quite a few problems.
There are fewer cars in the streets
and fewer drivers that complain
about parking tickets. But before
we pat the college on the back for
a job well done, let us examine this
parking issue in a little more depth.
First of all, being a former resi-
dent of Kate House, I can testify to
the noise that is generated from the
area next to my former residence
hall. Students from houses across
Beall Avenue constantly used that
field for activities like frisbee or soc-
cer. Granted, this field used to be a
- fantastic recreational area, but it did
promote a hell of a lot of noise. The
noise factor from that area has prob-
ably been multiplied by a factor of
ten with people now using that area
to park.
Second of all, that field used to
be a great area for students to relax
and have some fun after a long day
of classes. If the quad was too
crowded or the practice fields were
in use, that field was the only op-
tion that some of us had.
It used to be a lot of fun. Last year,
members of Hesson. House would
consistently lie out in the field and
talk. We members ofKate House on
the other hand, played footballand
soccer while we had a free mo-
ment. By removing this area from
the school, the college has elimi-
nated a free recreational area that
was once a large benefit to the small
house community.
Without completely jumping all
over the college's decision to pave
over the field, however, I should
probably examine alternate plans of
action that the school could have
taken.
For one, does anyone agree with
me on a rule that first years should
not be allowed to bring cars to cam-
pus? Most other colleges do not per-
mit freshmen students to drive. At
.
some universities, in fact, no under-
classmen are allowed to drive. "
By adopting some regulations on
driving such as these, the parking
problem would be a lot less drastic.
Secondly, does it make a great
deal of sense to bring a car to cam-
pus in the first place? I for one, have
a car on campus as a sophomore and
set far it has nrnvm tn tv nrfttv
worthless. The only thing that I use
it for is to go home to Cleveland for
the weekend, and these trips have
become less and less frequent Al-
most all of Wooster's weekend ac-
tivities take place on campus.
Therefore, it seems pretty useless
to have so many drivers and so
many cars and so few places to go.
Next year, I will not be bringing a
car back because it is a waste of
resources and the twenty dollars
that the parking pass costs.
Granted, the new College park-
ing lot has eliminated quite a few
problems, but it also took away a key
.
recreational area from the small
house community on the north side
of Beall Avenue. By getting rid of
more drivers, the college could have
solved the same problem without
having to get rid of the field.
.
Luke Lindberg edits the Sports
section of the Voicle.
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The media's requiem for two ladies
Eulogies for Princess Di and Mother Teresa have been revealing
It was interesting to compare the
kind of press coverage that the
Anant Papmanabhan Df prin!
cess Di and Mother Teresa received.
Both women were well-know- n and
acclaimed but the plethora of sobs
and condolences that Princes Di got
is in sharp contrast to that of Mother
Teresa.
Many major maga
zines and newspapers de-
cided
. .
to give more cov-
erage
An.
to the Diana funeral Country
than the death of Mother devotingTeresa. After Princess indeedDi's death it seemed that
tabloids suddenly be-
came newspapers and the press was
extremely sober and respectable.
However, by relegating the death
of Mother Teresa to inner pages and
over-publicizi- ng Diana's death the
press is showing its true colors. It's
now back to the good oF game:
printing journalism that sells.
The primary argument that sur-
rounds the extra coverage that the
princess got is that she was young
and therefore her death was unex-
pected while Mother Teresa was old
and everybody expected her to die
sometime or the other.
This is true, to a good extent, but
perhaps we ignore the fact that this
octogenarian came the closest to
Mr. Personality: Bill
Those wretched journalists.
They stand in the way of democ- -
rac c.ivi! socSarah Fenske all
progress in this world.
Politicians, on the other hand,
are great. They listen to the people
and then pass unerringly excellent
'legislation- - clean air acts, civil
rights bills, balanced budgets. They
are inspired, inspiring, and inspira-
tional. Need I mention redundant?
Bill Bradley, Rhodes Scholar and
former NBA standout, is an all-arou- nd
likable guy. The kind of guy
who would make mothers want then-son- s
to emulate, the kind of guy who
gives politicians a good name.
Nicely tan and comfortable in his
khakis and used-car-salesm- an
blazer, he is full ofclever anecdotes
and likable ideas for America. As a
child, young Bradley opined,
"Someday maybe I can be in the
Senate and make America a better
place. Sweet young thing. But
' unlike many of us, Bradley did not
succumb, either to the collegiate
lifestyle ("I didn't have a rich so-
cial life," he confides winningly)
or to the perils of cynicism.
"Cynicism," Bradley says, "is the
last refuge of the critic," and you
can see the proverbial finger wagging.
epitomizing the role of a lifesaver.
My high school was located right
opposite Mother Teresa's work-
place. Each and every day as I en-
tered school, I could see her Mis-
sionaries of Charity at work. Dili-
gent work, spreading hope in a city
where not many went into social
service. An Albanian woman in a
Third World country of over 800
seems too thin an act for
. . . the media. The spiritAlbanian woman m a Third World seems to be to wring out
Of Over 800 million, Selflessly every cent and penny out
f whatever is left ofto theherself uplifting poor, was
a Sight tO behold. Magazines have
million, selflessly devoting herself
to uplifting the poor, was indeed a
sight to behold.
I'm glad that the Indian govern-
ment recognized this fact by agree-
ing to give her a state funeral
mally reserved for heads of state.
Her loss to Calcutta and India will
be irreparable not only because of
the high standards she set for her or-
ganization but also because brought
a sort' of awareness among people
that a lot of good work could be
done.
The media deserves some credit
for assisting in spreading this aware-
ness, but their treatment of her death
leaves a lot to be desired. Itjust shows
A likable guy, a smart guy, but not
really a deep guy ... or maybe, more
accurately, not a really specific
Bradley has a reputation tormag a
heavy thinker, a pro basketball star
who can do more than dribble, a
man with charisma who has some-
thing more than charisma. This guy
has even written books, and we're
not talking books that have been
written by Arthur Schlesinger, Jr.
and slapped with his by-lin- e. His
reputation is unassailable.
Reputations don't become unas-
sailable, however, without a lot of
work. Bradley is a self-depreciati- ng
man who is endlessly appreci-
ated, and his ideas are endlessly
praised because they are airtight in
their vagueness. Bradley is so inof-
fensively likable, he must apply all
of his Ivy League brain to thinking
of innocuous, crowd-pleasin- g state-
ments that will offend no one.
Consider the platitudes Bradley
offered us at thJatest Forum. The
main points: keep moving forward.
Gotta participate. Dialogue, candor,
take action. If this is starting to
sound suspiciously like George
Bush on the campaign trail (remem-
ber his disjointed ranting about
bozos?), hold steady. Bradley is a
very articulate speaker and can ex- -
that in circumstances when one news
item proves to be more attractive man
the other, priority is given to more tab-
loid news than hard news.
Lady Diana may have deserved
the press coverage she received, but
at least she should have been left in
peace after her death. All this hog-wa- sh
about everybody feeling guilty
about the paparazzi chasing her
printed almost every
angle and profile of the mourning
British, even of PrincsvWilliam and
Lord Spencer, but how many pho-
tographs do .we get of Mother
Teresa?
Or for that matter, when did
Mother Teresa get front page cov-
erage of one of her missions that she
selflessly undertook? It was ironic,
but the headlmV in one particular
newspaper that'did report Mother
Teresa's death was Hot that she was
dead, but that HrHary Clinton was
going to her funeral.
So here wafgo again.
Anant Paamanabhan is the chief
staff writer of the Voice.
Educational
Why does it have to be this way?
I'm not really going to this school
Mike Carson to llearn- - V"
not my main mo-
tivation. I am going to this school
to earn a degree which will help me
in the future to get a job and there-
fore to get some money. I am pay-
ing and have paid (for three years
already) over $20,000 each year so
that I can have a secure future.
But not only am I paying for this
future I don't just hand over the
money and sit back and relax for
four years no, I study pretty hard,
too. I spend the four years doing
something that someone else tells
me to do. Whether it is something
that I really want to do or not, I do it
anyways and I do it always be-
cause if I .don't well, they might
not hand over that degree.
And what will happen once 1 get
that degree? What will happen af-
ter I finally have spent four hard
years of anxiety from looming dead-
lines and homework and I.S. and
other personal things not related to
school? I'll get a job and work' five
or six days a week, eight hours a day.
And I still might be doing something
that I don't really want to do, I still
will probably just be doing some-
thing that someone is telling me to
do.
Sigh. It's kind of --depressing.
What's nice, though, are the rare
moments when I have a free minute
to do something that I want to do! I -
deeper than the material, b) realize that --
only we are in control of the destiny
of how we interact with others, and c)
remember that by 2000, whites will .
constitute only a bare majority. Good
ideas, but the solution to a few centu-
ries of racial divisions? If only.
Then again, as I write these words
so cynically, I must remember that
I am, after all, a member of the
press. The media, unlike those ex-
cellent politicians, does not do good
works like balance budgets and clean
up rivers in New Jersey so children
can swim in them'. "The media al--
.
ways distorts, always complicates,"
Bradley reminds us. Always, Bill?
Maybe the politicians, the conge-
nial Bill Clintons and Bill Bradleys
of this country; like it simple. It
makes sense that they would hate the
press, we cynics who ask endless
questions that confuse inspirational
thinking and interrupt consensus- - '
building platitudes. Life in
America, as people like Bradley of-
ten forget, is confusing. It is com-
plicating. People are working hard
and participating, and racial tensions
are still festeringSimple solutions,
unfortunately, don't always cut it.
' It is not the press that complicates
things in this, country. Things are
already complicated. The press may
interference
sit back and play the guitar, teach
myself a-so- ng I learn something
that I want to learn. - That's really
what keeps me going. Those rare
moments in between.
I am clearly exaggerating; these
rare moments aren't really few and
far between, there still is something
that seems to be wrong with it all.
Haven't you felt it? Sitting'there for
hours at the library, studying for an
exam, or sitting behind a computer
at Taylor, staring at the screen until
you are dazed the feeling that
makes your head numb and your
stomach sick. I feel it with each
deadline that ties me to the ground,
with each grade that puts the pres-
sure on. And I also feel it in the free
moments when I can do what I want.
. Now I know we can't have every-
thing we want and I also know that
many, many people who would prob-
ably love to be in my shoes. But-- 1
think that they would just go to school
for the secure future, too. I am grate-
ful for the chance to have a secure
future, but I am also damn sick of this
stress.-- 1 am sick of doing things that I
don't want to do. I am sick of not
having enough time to study and to
learn what I want to. I am sick of
learning for someone else. But I'm
too scared to drop out of school and
face my future without a degree.
- Does it fave to be this way?
Mike Carson is a guest
columnist for the Voice.
remind politicians of the complica-
tion, but as Bradley proved, politi-
cians can be woefully out of touch.
A man doesn't get elected Senator
unless he has the money to live in a
nice house, and once he gets elected,
he moves to an even nicer house in
D.C. He loses touch with how
America lives and how tough things
can be. He forgets that just continu-
ing to move forward is not always
easy. He forgets that not everyone
has the money to go to Princeton.
Not everyone has the opportunity to
sit around and speak candidly about
important things like race. Not ev-
eryone has the time to participate in
the political process.
When the press reminds Bradley
that things are not simple, he swears
that they are distorting things.
When they question his vague-
ness, he says that they are cynical.
When they don't fall for his
sweetyalk, he blames them.
Far better to blame common
sense. Something that Bradley, for
all his good will and engaging na-
ture, seems a little short on. -
Then again, I'm just a cursed jour-
nalist.
. . .9
Sarah Fenske is the Viewpoints
Editor for, the Voice.
fixes America singlehandedly
ese random cliches in very
ent ways. But boil his mes- -
ge down to the actual ideas get
ast the stories about Billings, the
references to "President Hale," and
the oratory that sounds suspiciously
like "the sun'll come out tomorrow"
from "Anne" all you are left with
are some vague ideas that everyone
cannot help but agree with.
To solve the economy, we have
got to keep moving forward. More
specifically, balance the budget,
keep taxes low, invest in education
and research. Controversial ideas,
those. And so many specifics to make
them work. (Here's one: "The best
possible way is for companies to re-
alize people are our most valuable
assets and pay them more," he says.
A lot of waters upset about that one.)
To solve the modem political mess,
we have got to participate. Specifi-
cally, "we have got to step forward and
participate." We can't think of only
ourselves or our group. We must think
of the whole. Political problems are
solved "not by people watching nega-
tive TV ads," but by the government
passing legislation. Shocking.
To solve the racism, we need "to
'engage in candid dialogue with
people who are different than us."
We also must a) search for something V.
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A final look at private people who made a difference
Neither Mother Teresa nor Princess Di were properly recognizedfor who they were and what they did
Sambit Basu
"God will find another person,
more humble, more devoted, more
obedient to him, and the society
will go on. " Mother Teresa,
1989, after announcing her plans
to retire.
"In a world devoid ofvalues and
ideals, shefilled a void. The reac-
tion to her death shows how much
people are seeking values and role
models." Professor Lena
.
Kolarska-Bobinsk- a, a prominent
sfcci- -
o 1 o --
gist,
comm-
enting
on
t h e
death
o f
(Jflt' trail tmi Wain Ha
anl'lti' tlltt- - 'fammtit imm 'fruit
Utmto ttijfijin vno aiaHti it-- mat- -
lift Mrl .
Diana,
Princess of Wales.
Two women so very different
and yet at the same time quite
similar. One discovered fame and
publicity along the path of service
to God; the other had fame thrust
upon her, to bear as a burden, for
her entire life.
On Aug. 27, 1910, Agnes
Gonxha Bojaxhiuan was born in
the modern nation of Macedonia.
At age 18, she went to Dublin,
took her vows and became a nun
at Loretto, a teaching order that
runs convent schools in India. She
took the name "Sister Teresa" af
ter Saint Teresa of Lisieux and was
later referred to as Mother Teresa
due to her extreme acts of kind-
ness. In 1929, she arrived at
Calcutta to teach at St. Mary's
High School where she worked as
a teacher for 17 years. Later that
year, while on a train headed for
the Darjeeling mountains, she had
a vision, "to serve Him among the
poorest of the poor.
Unlike Mother Teresa, Lady
Diana Frances Spencer lived a
more privledged life. She was
born on July 1, 1961, in Norfolk,
England, and educated at a local
private
school, a
n g
school
a t
Sevenoaks
and a
finish- -
i n g
school in Switzerland. After her
years of schooling, she worked as
a kindergarten teacher while being
a governess for an American
couple. On July 29, 1981, she
married Prince Charles in a cer-
emony which drew a one billion
global TV and radio person audi-
ence. This is discounting the
600,000 people who lined the
streets of London from
Buckingham Palace to the Cathe-
dral. After their first year of mar-
riage, she gave birth to her first
son, William, and three years later
she gave birth to their second son,
Henry. On Aug. 28, 1993, after
Academic Computing Services Schedule
All classes will be held in Taylor 209.
To register for classes, call x2244.
A full class schedule is available online at
http:www.wcoster.eduacsrraining
September 15 Introduction to the Internet,
16 Web Browsing
17 Internet Reasearch Methods
22 . Introduction to the VAX '
23 Intro to Microsoft Excel
24 Library Research Online x -
29
.
HTML Authoring I
30 HTML Authoring II .
Chinese Suite Presents
Beijing Memories: Study Abroad in China
Sunday, Sept. 14
5 p.m.
Luce, Suite D
First in a series of
Chinese SuiteEast Asian Club presentations
prolonged marital problems, they
were divorced. Since she was the
mother of both princes she re-
mained a member of the Royal
family and was granted permission
to live at Kensington Palace.
Mother Teresa and Lady Diana
both desired to help the poor and
the destitute. Mother Teresa left
her order and moved into the slums
of Calcutta and later founded the
Missionaries of Charity. Two
years later she opened Nirmal
Hriday ("Pure Heart"), which is a
home for the dying. Over the du-
ration of her life she established
ise
Power Madatach 6500250 1
3tGauXC0tltaScaisAV
.S. it.
numerous other homes, orphan-
ages and schools. She was later
dubbed the "saint of the gutters,"
.
and her generosity and selflessness
earned her the Nobel Peace Prize
in 1979.
Incongruous to Mother Teresa's
humble attire, Lady Diana was al-
ways dressed in the latest fashions
but the love for humanity was
prevalent in both their hearts. Af-
ter the death of a close friend.
Lady Diana realized the need to in-
form the populace about HIV and
AIDS Her altruism continued as
she campaigned against the use of
YOU DEMAND POWER,
SPEED, AND MOBILITY.
L S3P
TIil b a hmbm
cash back
BtacMostf 4400200
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PowwBooir 14000117
cash back, - .
land mines in Angola and Bosnia.
She also visited several places in
Africa and worked closely with
children suffering from malaria
and malnutrition.
A problem with many of Lady
Diana's humanitarian acts is that
the press often glorified her in-
stead of the actual act. Sadly,
Mother Teresa's acts were not pub-
licized to the same extent. Even
though neither will be able to see
the impact that their lives have
made on the populace, their hu-
manitarian attempts will not go
unrealized.
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TO GO UITH THAT?
Now is the right Bme to get an Apple Power Macintosh or
PowerBook. Because in addition to getting tne computer that lets
you do more than you can imagine, yon can save big time, for a
BmJted time, students an eligible for spedaf cash rebates. c , .
today far
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Happy Birthday I. S. Crossing the ocean toward Wooster
The College of Wooster honors
50 years of Independent Study with
an All-camp- us celebration on Sept
18 and 19. The following festivities
are planned:
Thursday, Sept 18
Session I, 8 p.m.. McGaw Chapel
Welcome d Iatrodnctioa
R. Stanton Hales, President
On the Nature of ladepeadeat Learning
Leo Botstien
Reception, 9: IS p.m.
Freedlander Theatre
Friday, Sept 19
Session II, 9 a.m., McGaw Chapel
Independent Stndy:
The First Fifty Years
Daniel Calhoun, Aileen Dunham
Respondants:
Jennifer Hayward, Theodore Williams
Moderator James Hodges
Coffee Break, 10 a.m.
Freedlander Theatre
Session III. 10:30 a.m., McGaw Chapel
Independent Study:
Disciplines and Careers
Susan Stranahan '68, Erie Mills '75,
Sandeep Bhatia '89,
Solomon Oliver Jr. '69, Lee Limbird '70
Moderator Peter Havholm
Session IV. 12 p.m.
Quinby Quadrangle
AO-camp-
us picnic and celebration with
Dixieland Jazz
' Sessim V, 2p.m.. McGaw Chapel
Independent Stndy: Opportunities
for the 21st Century
a) Collaborative Learning
Horace S. Rockwood 01
b) New Tools for Research
Elizabeth G. Joiner
c) Experimental Learning
Stephan E. Brooks
Session IV. 3:30 p.m., McGaw Chapel
Independent Learning Reflections
Paula P. Brownie
Moderator Barbara Hetrick
For more information, contact Sheila
Wilson, Assistant to the Dean of
Faculty, ext 2132.
Wanted: Dad or Alive
Fai(ti!nirs Edlfitoir - '
' ffir
Tk'8'WD)D)$tB!r Vm
Lead the historically powerful, most creative section in the
College's most read newspaper.
Join other legendary names such as Fenske, Pope, Dunn, Kozera
and Villeaux. Ben Wachs even wrote features before. You can
join the immortals.
If you have journalistic experience and are interested contact
James Roller (x3207) or Aaron Rupert (x4230) or e-m- ail
(voiceacs.wooster.edu). Deadline is Tuesday, Sept.16, 1997.
CO ST A RICA
Study Paradise this Spring
The Organization Tropical SfcJdhwinpartnerahkjwth
Dukn Untwrafty offers a MtBrmaiwmmMiMipmQnmnia
eooiogyardUtinArnertcancUlure. Students earn 16 erect hows in biology,
envirornertBlacwe.ardSpani QvcKsmaybe
transferred romaita
hands-o- n biology "cultural Immersion field trips
Independent proecte reeearch --exotic wildlife
For brochure and application materials, contact
Organization for Tropical Studies, Duke University
Box 90633, Durham NC 27708-063-3
Tel. (919) 684-577- 4; e-ma-il: naoOacpub.duke.edu
http:www.ots.duke.edu
Application deadline for 1998 Spring semester is October 15. 1997
G
Imagineyourself being
thrust into aforeign land
with people ofdifferent
values, laws ana ways of
life. Stacy Ingraham
prods Max Goloubev, a
Belarussian who has
survived communism,
capitalism and soccer
stardom when East met
West.
... a new Voice scriesfeaturing itiiiqiiepeople from
unique places with unique perspectives . i . ; :
Stacy Ingraham
What conies to your mind upon'
reading or hearing about Belarus?
Perhaps a country which is located
in Eastern Europe, bordered by Po-
land, the Ukraine, Russia and
Lithuania?
Many people
would have to
admit their igno-
rance that they
had not even
known that such a county exists,
let alone where it is located.
"I am surprised when I meet
someone who knows about
Belarus," said Maxim Goloubev, a
sophomore from Grodno, Belarus.
Goloubev has lived in Belarus
for most of bis life until he moved
to Ohio at age 16 where he com-
pleted his senior year at North-
western High School. Upon his ar-
rival to the United States,
Goloubev did not know much En-"gli- sh
and was to live with a host
family for one year as he finished
his senior year at Northwestern.
"Before I came to the United
States,. I never had to speak En-
glish, I had always spoken Rus
CLrLticn 'CD tock
last week's photo acaxrpny--
ir--3 the article "2001 : A
Wooster Odyssey." The
incorrect spelling was given: j
The Voice regrets the error.
sian," says Goloubev. "At first, I
did not speak very good English,
so I had to get used to using the
language all the time,"
At Northwestern High, he en-
joyed the experience of playing on
the school soccer team. In Belarus,
6 tritorHfl G cuijiwwtin
schools do not have team sports, so
he and his friends would get together
and play: Playing soccer as an or-
ganized sport was an enjoyable ex-
perience for Goloubev, for he was
able to play with the challenge of
enforced rules and fans cheering
him on..
"I got to wear a uniform, and kids
were coming up to me and pointing
to my name in our soccer program,
. asking if that was me. My name was
also in the local paper," he said.
Goloubev has seen the effects of
communism and a corrupted gov-
ernment In 1991, he experienced
Russia's break away from commu-
nism, and Belarus became an inde-
pendent nation from Russia.
Because Belarus was part of the
former Soviet Union, the two coun-
tries still have strong ties. For in-
stance, Belarussian and Russian are
both the official languages of
Belarus, though Russian is more
widely spoken. In addition, when
a boy turns 18, he is forced to un-
dergo a medical exam and, if
qualified, enlist in the Russian
army.
Right now, being in the army is
not as valued as before. It used to
be an honor to serve in the army and
protect the motherland. People
place more value upon getting an
education.
One way in which men can avoid
the army is by attending college.
However, the
government
can enlist men
until age 27 as
long as they are
in good health.
In other words, if they want to avoid
the army, graduate school is a must
for Belarussians.
Though Belarus is a small coun-
try, it is a leader in many sports. For
instance, many famous gymnasts are
from Belarus.
Most people in Belarus own cars,
however, public transportation such
as buses, trains and taxis are used
quite often. Goloubev and his
friends would rely on public trans-
portation to go to discos and to the
countryside to camp and fish.
Goloubev experienced 1 2 years of
his life under communist rule and
has seen the difficulties of going
from a communist government to a
capitalist government
Also, university students are re-
quired to take a class on the con-
cepts and history of communism.
Seeing all of the changes that
Belarus and Russia have under-
gone throughout his life has been
an interesting experience for
Goloubev.
"Things are getting better," lie
stated. "There are no shortages like
there were during communist
times."
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r. 90.9 WCWS turns on listeners with innovative sounds
Lauren Kulchawik
'Turn us on; flick them off." This
phrase is neither a proposition nor
an encouragement to use profanity;
it's the new slogan of WCWS,
Wooster's student operated radio
station.
"We wanted something that
would catch people's attention, and
something that would make them
chuckle a bit," said Heather Foster
'98, WCWS's new general manager
and originator of the new catch
phrase. "The phrase 'your sound al-
ternative' doesn't work anymore
because the term 'alternative' is
dead. You could justify calling any
music 'alternative,' and so we
changed it."
In addition to this obvious change,
there are changes occurring behind
the scenes that should encourage a
larger audience. A week before the
rest of the student body arrived, the
entirely new management staff dis-
cussed ideas for recharging
Wooster's enthusiasm for 90.9. The
advertisement fliers are numerous
they're taped to every dorm's bulle-
tin boards and doors, (favorites in-
clude "Like RobotsT', "Too Funky
for Just Anyone!", and "President
Stan Hales-say- s, when you are not
studying, keep your radio locked to
his favorite station, 90.9"). The staff
spray-painte- d colorful logos on the
walls surrounding the studio on
Wishart Hall's second floor, as well
as a racing stripe inside the studio.
"People lost interest in the station,
and we lost a lot of the seniors who
ran WCWS last year, so I saw the
OLO interns bring down the house
Katie Huber
For many of us, this summer was
little different from any other. We
flipped burgers between trips to the
movies and relished every meal that
didn't involve Broccolini. Some of
us prepared for the move to college
with numerous stops at Target, while
others took 24-na-ps to make up for
last spring's finals. But amidst our
late nights and proverbial "days at
the beach," several students here at
Wooster were doing anything but
resting and relaxing. Through the
Ohio Light Opera, these talented
proteges were finally given a chance
to take their first steps towards
Broadway (or Freedlander, in any
case).
Among the chosen few is Chris
Matsos '00, who currently plans
on majoring in theatre. His father,
who owns a restaurant here in
Wooster, once sang for the com-
pany, which helped to get Matsos
interested. This summer marked
Matsos' second for the OLO,
though this, year proved to be a
new experience for the talented
DJKen Walczak spins some "robotic
station as needing a facelift," said
Foster.
"We are just overflowing' with
ideas right now,"" said Matt Carpen-
ter '99, who teaches the radio work-
shop class. The current enrollment
of the fall course is 62, as opposed
to past enrollments of 20 to 25
people. Because about half of those
who take the course will decide to
DJ their own two hour time slot, it is
likely that WCWS will have at least
30 prospective DJs bringing in more
sophomore. Not only was he given
the opportunity to help in the box
office as he had last year, but he
received a small role in one of the
operettas as well. He listed a dif-
ficult schedule, involving six
hours of practice a day with a per-
formance nearly every night. This
rough itinerary is necessary, how-
ever, as the group performs seven
to eight shows a summer with spe-
cial orchestra concerts, opera
scenes, and musical extravaganzas
on the side. According to Matzos,
the work was well worth it. "I re-
ceived the experience of being onr
stage and performing, as well as
dealing with people directly."
Adam Howarth '00 is another stu-
dent to devote his summer to the
program, this year being his first.
Also a sophomore, he is planning
to major in technical theater. "We
had grueling hours," he commented,
"but the social aspects made up for
the amount of work." Unlike
Matsos, Howarth worked as a stage-
hand and carpenter during the re-
hearsals. For the performances, he
dressed in "theater blacks" so as not
"
v
" tunes on his weekly show.
variety for the spring semester.
"We are frantically trying to train
new people to have the background
knowledge they'll need. If 30 new
people want to DJ, I can foresee that
we'll be broadcasting from 6 a.m.
to 4 a.m. in the near future. We're
experiencing some growing pains,
but it's also very exciting at the same
time," said Carpenter.
New theme shows will be sched-
uled around the college's old favor-
ites. The infamous "DJ Speed" and
to be seen by the audience and was
responsible for moving the heavy set
from scene to scene. "We did a lot
of heavy lifting and problem solv-
ing." He smiled, remembering the
amount of manual labor he accom-
plished. Howarth pointed out that
despite the rough work, he grew close
to many of his fellow workers.
In order to work for the Ohio
Light Opera, the students were re-
quired to submit a rsum; many
were active in the theater depart-
ment. While they were paid for their
work, many of them stressed the
learning experience over the com-
pensation. "You have to have a
sense of humor," Howarth warns
those who would like to get involved
with the program. "We had a very
wide range of personalities."
Students of the College are not the
only people involved in the Ohio
Light Opera, some of the staff at the
College of Wooster are involved as
well. Michael Cooper, who works
for the theater department during the
school year, serves as assistant tech
please see OLO, page 9
Photo by David Heisserer
"DJ Wonderboi" will host "Da Jedi
Nights" from 8 p.m. until midnight
every Friday night. "Da Jedi
Nights" has quite the following
among the Wooster community.
Wendy Graham '00 will also con-
tinue an upcoming Celtic show due
to last year's huge response.
Ken Walczak '00 is the creator of
the robot show which has received
mixed responses. Mary Reynolds
'01 said, "I haven't listened to the
station because I don't like robots.
Beginning Friday at
Cinemark
Movies 10
George of the Jungle (PG)
Conspiracy Theory (R)
The Game (R)
GIJane(R) 1
Money Talks (R)
Mimic (R)
Hoodlum (R)
Cop Land (R)
Excess Baggage (PG-1- 3)
Air Force One (R)
Fire Down Below (R)
I mean really., there are only about
two robot songs out there !" .
For those who don't like robots,
there's plenty of variety on WCWS.
Hillary Basing '01 from
Kalamazoo, Mich., is a former lis-
tener of Kalamazoo College's sta-
tion, and she reacted to 90.9 as be-
ing "too commercial and not as ex-
perimental as I'd like it to be." How-
ever, according to Carpenter, "The
radio station exists to play the in-
terests of the College community, to
expand and broadcast more, and not '
just play the commercial stuff all the
regular stations are playing. We're'
free-for- m radio DJs can play hip
hrn rioht npxt to Dave Matthews if
they want to."
' Henrietta Menzies '98 hosts DJ
Chaddy Cool's urban mixes on Sun-
day nights. Malcolm Meyer '98
jockeys a reggae show, Fred Pinch
'99 a classic rock show, Garrett
Seigers '98 a bluegrass show.
There is Dimensions, Bruce
Clayton's '99 '70s' 80s' 90s mu-
sic show for those exciting Sun-
day mornings. WCWS is ex-
panding its CD collection thanks
to the help of Sandrine Kervision,
the French language assistant at
the college for two years.
Kervison and others pick up bio-
graphical information on artists
and decide which tracks should be
played. Recently, the latest Blur
and Radiohead CDs have arrived.
All DJs love the fact that they get
to play music based on theirprefer- - "
ences instead ofon CD sales. Accord-
ing to Menzies, "I get to play what I
like, and reach a wide audience."
4:00, 7: :50 p.m.
1 : 1 0, 4: 10,7:10, 10:10 p.m.
1:30,4: 30,7:30, 10:15 p.m.
1:15,4: 15,7:15, 10:00 p.m.
1 :45, 4: 45, 7:35, 9:50 p.m.
1:35,4: :35, 7:25, 9:40 p.m.
1:25,7: 00 p.m.
4:25,9: .55 p.m.
1 :20, 4: 20, 7:20, 9:35 p.m.
1:05,4: 05, 7:05, 9:45 p.m.
1:40,4:40, 7:40, 10:05 p.m.
1-
-2 p.m. shows are Sat., Sun., Mon., Wed. only.
Sorry, no passes.
On Sept. 13 there will be no 7:35 showing of "Money Talks.
Instead, there will be a sneak preview of "In and Out.
Stay and see "Money Talks" afterwards.
Located across the street from Wal-Ma- rt near Fazoli's.
For complete listings any time, call 345-875- 5.
7 A&E
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G.I. Jane scares the physical professor exhibits art
Sally Thelen
y '
About the last thing I needed on
Saturday, while I was lounging in
the comfort of the Movies 10 Cin-
ema, eating enough Skittles to ful-
fill my Vitamin C requirements for
the next five years,
was the sight of
Demi Moore's iron-wom- an
- bod
swathed across the
screen to remind me
of how I can actu-
ally feel mv butt ex
panding on the plush upholstery.
There were enough buff chick
scenes of Moore scrunching, pump-
ing and flexing to make any personal
trainer positively giddy with pride,
and any Skittle-scarfin- g cinema-goe- r
like myself positively uneasy
about those flabby Upper-arm- s that
could be utilized to take flight
In fact, by the end of "G.I. Jane,"
I was convinced the only reason why
this movie exists is merely to show
the American public what their bod-
ies could look like if they had a
whole army of trainers to stop them
from purchasing Twinkies and force
them to climb an Empire State
Building's worth of steps on the
Stairmaster everyday.
, Thursday
SAB Sidekicks Registration
10 a.m. to 7 p.m., Lowry Lobby
See posted brochures for more
details.
Dance Concert Auditions .'
6 p.m. in the dance studio, lo-
cated on the second floor of
"WishartHall . - -
Saturday .
Cedar Point Trip
Tickets may be purchased in --
advance at the Lowry Front
Desk. Bus departs at 10 a.nv
and returns to campus at 8 t.
p.m.
Movie: Sling Elade -- , J
7:30 and 10:30 pjnu MateerAnd,
Cost is $1.00
' Sunday
Classic FCm: Judgment at :
,
--
'
Nuremberg . . - t . .'7:30 p.m., Mateer Aud. - ?
The film is brought to you by the
SAB free of charge.' .
.
The movie definitely wasn't made
to showcase a dazzling display of
dialogue by co-writ- ers David Twohy
and Danielle Alexander. Moore's
highest point of eloquence comes
when she admonishes the current
military's sexist stance: "Anyone
.
with tits can't be a Seal, can't be on
a sub. Actually, I can't recall any
of the characters having a conver-
sation that spans more than two min-
utes before someone got shot in the
leg or butted in the head.
"G. I. Jane," directed by Ridley
Scott, is also not on the screen to
show off any creative twist in the
action-packe- d movie genre. The
story starts off when Lieutenant Jor-
dan O'Neill, played by Moore, is
taken from her cushy job behind a
desk as a topographic analyst in the
military to become the first woman
to undergo Navy Seals training as
part ofa Senior Senator's agenda to
gain popularity for her upcoming
election. As a woman, O'Neill is
Monday
Poster Sale
10 a.m. to 7 p.m., Lowry Center
:' Tuesdays
Ellen Gootblatt: Relationships
Lecture -
8 pjft, Scheide Music Hall, Gault
Wednesday .
Campus Bands Series v
9--10 p.m.. The College Under-
ground ' - ;
Sign up for "The Night
Thoreau Spent la Jail
auditions will begin soon
Submission to This Week in Art
should be send to box C-31- 87, '
'Attention: Babcock or Licht, or
call the Voice office atx2598..
:.' compiled by Erica Keenan
not expected to succeed even one
day in a training program that sees
over half of its men drop out Well,
as her amazing bulging biceps will
prove, O'Neill is no ordinary soldier.
Not only does she take on the rigors
of intense training (every minute of
which the audience
gets to watch in
squirming agony),
she also takes on sex-
ist soldiers, domi-
neering drill ser-
geants, the U-SJSen-- ate,
and pretty much
the entire world as we know it
After sitting through an incred-
ibly long two hours and eating an
entire bag of Skittles (you'll be
happy to know, I wasn't daunted a
bit from munching away). I con-
cluded that "G.I. Jane" exists
solely to show me that Demi
Moore could shave her head, sport
massive wounds on her face, wear a
sweaty T-shi- rt, and still look better
man me. So, if you're anything like
myself and actually cringe every time
you walk by the P.E.C., take your
candy and popcorn elsewhere. But if
you insist on seeing this movie, be
sure to bring along some lettuce to
snack on and schedule a good three
hours on the Stairmaster afterwards.
OLO
continued from page 8
nical director and electrician for
the professional opera company dur-
ing the summer. He has been doing
this for three years, and has given a
significant amount of time and cre-
ativity to the program during this
span. "It's a very intense season,"
he explained.
So, as homework begins to pile
up and broccolini once again reigns
supreme, the Ohio Light Opera
phases out of its performance sea-
son until next summer,' and the stu-
dents return to "normal" life.
Though not entirely positive that
they would be back, next summer,
working for OLO was an experience
that none of the students win ever
forget. "It was a great group of
people," Howarth summarized. "It
has been one of the most memorable
summers I will come away with."
Ohio's Premier Skydiving School
Twenty minutes away from
campus, off 585 ,
. $10 off any 1st jump
C.O.W. Special: $119 Static
Line Jump "
1-800-72-
6-3483
Amelia Kays ,- -
.
Adjunct Professor of Art Pierre
Gour is still uncertain as to how he
wishes his Sept. 14-2- 8 show on the
Lowry Center Wall to appear. "I
want it to be intriguing, to make
people stop and look at it," he ex-
plained. ;
Gour, who is a new professor this
year.-teach- es Introduction to Draw-
ing. He got his first experience with
the campus last year when he
worked as a printmaking technician
for George Olson, professor ofArt,
during the spring semester.
Of Wooster he said, "It's a great
place to be; there are a variety of dif-
ferent views, and you really get to
know your students." -- .
Scotty Masson '01, who is in
Gour's Introduction to Drawing
class, explains that Gour "is more
worried about the emotion and pas-
sion, the process that goes into the
final product, than the product it-
self." -
This process is evident in both his
teaching and his own work, and he
considers it to be one of the three
most important elements in his
paintings. Gour often begins with a
canvas that others have discarded or-on- e
that has housed his previous
work. ' He then sands the canvas
down and puts it through an indus-
trial washing machine.
While this often causes some of
the painted images to disappear,
Gour explained that he is "interested
in die information that lies beneath
the surface ... by exposing the sur-
face, I believe the inherent structure
will be exposed."
- Gour's interest in art started at an
early age. In sixth grade, he was
asked to teach an art class in his na-
tive Canada. "I loved the idea of
sharing what I knew with others and
seeing where else I can go with it"
he explained.
Gour speaks French and English;
his bilingual upbringing helped fuel
his interest in art because of the lack
of language boundaries in this me-
dium: At Fanshawe College in Lon-
don, Ontario, he earned his Applied
Art Certificate. He planned to en-
ter the fashion industry as an illus-
trator. This plan, however, did not
last long because he was far too "in-
terested in pursuing his own
ideas," and returned to school to
earn both his bachelor's degree at
Concordia University in Montreal,
Quebec, and then his Master's de-
gree from the University of New
Mexico.
.
Christina Grc-I.a- m is the
Student Activities Board.
in last week's issue. The
I j i - i 'J
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Photo by David Hoisserer
Pierre Gour stands in his studio above
Seattle i Coffee Shop with his work. ' f--
Gour has participated in several.;
exhibits and had two studio residen- -
.
cies at the Banff School ofFine Arts "
in Alberta, one for lithography and
the other for painting and drawing..
Despite his success, Gour ex-
presses an unhappiness with his
work. "I don't really like the way
that I paint" he said. He has, in fact,
exhibited some of his paintings and
then changed them after the show
closed. 7
Gour wants to display current
work in the up-comi-ng show. He
will display a series of works on pa-
per using a process termed "liquid
light" which makes any medium
sensitive to light The works, which
are printed on high quality cotton
paper, feature the weather equip-
ment at the Ohio State Agricultural
Research and Development Center,
also, he will include animations of
worm-lik- e figures.
Gour explained that he likes his
' paintings "to become so distressed .
that their illusion is placed on the
surface. In its self it becomes a frag-
ile skin." He feels that "the worm --
is a type of skin," and that they fit
well with the weather equipment be--
cause of their connection with na-
ture.
The skin motif will continue in the
other pieces that he will exhibit He
' will be creating with latex skins.
(The latex skins are molded latex
which he feels will tie the photo-
graphs and the idea of skin together.)
Gour's hope for this exhibit is that
it will "promote some type of con-
versation," making the students
think about what the work is saying
and how the pieces displayed fit to-
gether.
assistant director of the
Her name was misspelled
Voice regrets the error. ;
--Sports
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Lady Scot forward Jaime DiFabrizio '98 leads the Lady Scot team into
7
Ryan Clark
soccer opens in fine fori
Luke. Lindbesg
The Scot soccer team started its
first full week of games this week
with two tpugh matches, one on
the road against a gritty Mount
Union squad and one at home ver-
sus a young Ohio Northern team.
The Mount Union match-u- p was
an important one for the Scots
since the Purple Raiders beat
Wooster at Carl Dale Field last
season in a tough 3-- 2 game.-A- t
Alliance on Wednesday, the Scots
had revenge on their minds.'
The starting lineup for the
Scots' opening game was a little
different than in recent years but
still included some familiar faces.
At goalkeeper was Matt Patsch
'99, a veteran staple from last year.
His defensive line included Loic
Pritchett '00, Yasir Al-Ni- mr '00,
Travis Nieman '98, and Adam
Evans '01. The midfield included
Adam Cornett '98, Jon Freeman
'99, Galen Miller '00, and the
highly underrated Ryan Catteau
'98. Forwards Mike Sistili '99 and
Brian Hansen '98 rounded out the
starting line-u- p.
A slew of injuries certainly have
hampered the Scots in the early
going and not having the services
of Brad Pierce '99 for the opener
definitely hurt. Veterans such as
Cornett, Catteau, and Hansen,
however, have faced problems like
these before and their leadership
really paid, off in earning a hard
fought 2-- 2 tie with Mount Union.
Seeing as how the Purple Raid-
ers were coming off a successful
season and they were playing on
their home turf, a season opening
tie was definitely a good way to
start it all off.
. Fast forward one week. The op-
position was similar in talent and
many of the off field scenarios
were the same. Injury wise. Brad
Pierce suited up, but Matt Eging
00 was now ailing. This was the
second game in a row that the
Scots had at least one key team
member hurt. To beat the Ohio
Northern Polar Bears, a team who
took the Scots into overtime last
season, it was going to take a com-
bined team effort ......
The Scots overcame the odds,
however, and pulled off an impres- -.
sive 2-- 0 victory. Dominating the.
game in impressive fashion,
Wooster showed that with their
combination of seasoned veterans
and young talent they should con-
tend with even the toughest com-
petition this - - ;season, i.
- The first half was a fantastic
display of skill as the Scots tested .
ONU goalkeeper Charles Schenk
'00 time after time. The Wooster
front line attack of Adam Cornett,
Brian Hansen, Mike Sistili, and
Ryan Catteau gave the Polar Bears
all sorts of trouble early on, as the
four veterans sent shot after shot
in Ohio Northern's direction.
The Scots first score came with
33 minutes remaining in the first
half as Ryan Catteau blasted a shot
across the ONU penalty box. The
shot was clearly headed for the
back of the net as Catteau easily
had the ONU keeper beat. A mi-
raculous save by the Polar Bear
sweeper, however, kept Catteau
out of the net for the moment. The
rebounded shot, however, was
snagged by Brian Hansen and
promptly shoved into the back of
the net. This was Hansen's second
goal of the season and Catteau's
first assist.
The Wooster domination con-
tinued throughout the game on
both ends of the field. Catteau and
company controlled the midfield
while the defense, led by Patsch
in goal, controlled the Scots' back
half. Patsch's most miraculous
moment in the game came with 16
minutes left in the first half as
ONU broke through the Scot de-
fense and got off a slow moving
shot. What would have been a
common save for the veteran
turned into an adventure as the ball
ricocheted off a couple of Wooster
players before Patsch finally
grabbed it out of the air. This save
kept the scoreat 1- -0 at the half.
The second half featured simi
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On Saturday, the women's field
hockey team squared off against
Depauw. The Wooster squad re-
corded a 3-- 1 victory in the first,
home game pf the season. Amanda
.
Bemardon '01 gave the Lady Scots,
an early lead with her first goal of
the season. Not long after, however,
Depauw was able to tie the game
with a goal of their own. At half-tim-e
the score remained tied at 1-- 1.
The second half was dominated
by Wooster. Wooster soon took the
lead with a goal by Meghan
lar superb performances from all
of the Fighting Scots. Adam Evans
'01 playing in only his second
. game ever, looked very impressive
as he fought off ONU attackers
- while playing left back. Loic
Pritchett '00 and Yasir Al-Ni- mr
, '00 also proved to be a tough duo
- in the backfield while strengthen-
ing the stopper and sweeper posi-
tions. . r
- The game, however, belonged
to the veterans, especially Ryan
Catteau, who notched his first goal
of the year with a viscous left
footed blast from the top of the
box with 11 minutes remaining.
Mike Sistili picked up the assist
after engineering the goal through
fancy footwork and an impressive
two man team-u- p with Brian
Hansen.
The game ended with a 2-- 0 win
for the Fighting Scots. On Satur-
day, they will travel to Bethany to
face a tough out of conference
team. Good Luck to the Scots and
I hope to see everyone at future
games!
would like to apologizeor ex-
cluding someone from my men's
soccer preview article last week.
I completely forgot to include
Ryan Catteau '98, afouryear vet-
eran of the Fighting Scot soccer
team. My exclusion of a player
this talented was both unaccept-
able and unprofessional. I guar-
anteeplayers ofCatteau 's caliber
will no longer be overlooked.
--ED
EASY JOB
$25hr. Must be able to speak
to groups ofHJS; students
(100 people for 10 min), have
own transportation, and be
responsible. Must have at
least one day M--F wo classes
between 8 a.m. and 3 p.m.
Call 1-800-4- 72-7501
" McLaughlin 98. The final goal of
-- the game was scored by Marissa
Moore 00. Goalkeeper Melissa
: . Goodwin '01 played the entire first
half, only allowing one goal, while
' Yasmina Stacy '01 held the Depauw
squad from scoring during the sec-
ond half. This victory marked the
Lady Scots' first win of the season.
Several days later, the Lady Scots
.' faced Oberlin. Wooster played ag-
gressively throughout the game to
earn their first conference win of the
season. The Oberlin squad scored
the first goal of the game. However,
Jaime DiFabrizio '98 recorded a
Mjallgets
.Mike Suszter - .
; Last .weekend the ladies volley- - . '
ball team traveled to Marietta for a ,
five team mini-tourname- nL . They
played best of five game matches
with Wilmington, Marietta.
Carnegie Mellon, and Denison.
They entered the tournament with a
0--1 record and left with the new dis-
appointing record of 1-- 4. That
single win was handed to the Lady .
Scots by Carnegie Mellon- - who lost
the match 3-- 1. According to Bill
Dewar, the team's assistant coach,
the team improved tremendously as
the "tournament went on. Many
players stepped up and showed that
they could really play, even when
the pressure was on.
Unfortunately' the team did not
continue on their upward climb af-
ter the tournament's end. The team
faced Baldwin Wallace on Tuesday
night. The results were not in
Wooster's favor. Baldwin Wallace
took three straight games from the
Scots, (15-1- 0, 15--4, 15-4- ). The first
of the three games started off prom-
ising with 4 kills and 2 aces by
Mandy Rearick '00. Rearick helped
stun the heavy offense of Baldwin
Wallace and allowed Wooster to .
jump on an early lead. B.W. even-
tually regained their composure and
took game one out from under
Wooster's feet. '
From that moment on the Lady
Scots of Wooster did not play fun- -
goal of her own to tie the game at
' the half. In the second half, Moore
scored for Wooster. With seconds
left to play, Kathy Ward '98 scored
again to finalize the win. Goalie
Yasmina Stacy '01, played a strong
game, only letting one ball pass her
throughout both halves.
.The Lady Scots now hold a 1- -1 '
record in the NCAC and a 2-- 1 record
overall. The team hopes to improve
oa this record in their upcoming
games. This Saturday September
13, the Lady Scots are at home again
on the Cindy Barr Memorial Field
.
at 1 p.m. against Wittenberg.
bumped
damental volleyball. The majority of
the time, the team passes the ball
well and the rest of their game usu-
ally develops into an offensive
threat. The phrase "pass, set, spike"
is usually applied easily to Wooster I
volleyball; over the years the team I
has. played solid fundamental balL "i
In the past, good passes plus good
sets plus smart hits equal success- -
ful Lady Scot play. If any single one i
of the terms on the left is absent 5
from the Wooster volleyball equa-
tion, the team will not run as smoothly.
The Lady Scots let a lack of ingredi-
ents ruin this equation and their
rhythm mis weekend and eventually
succumbed to the tough competition.
Wooster needs to locate their
fundamentals and apply them to
the equation all at once. Granted,
- it is easier said than done, but once
you have proven you can do it
once, you should be expected to
equal or better that performance.
I have confidence that this Scot vol-
leyball team can do that. I have
witnessed some very impressive
volleyball from this team when
they are playing well.-- . When they
do play well they are the better
team on the floor. They just need
to learn how to harness the inten--1
sity to play well for a full fifteen
points. -- .
This weekend the Lady Scots
are at Kenyon for the GLCA tour-
nament. Next Wednesday they
travel to John Carroll. . ,- -- 1
SURVIVOR SUPPORT SYSTEM
- A group of faculty and staff who are available to confi
dentially assist survivors of, or those who know survivors of
Nancy Anderson
Susan Clavton
Marian Cropp
Heather Fitz uibbon
PamFrese
Shila Garg
Carroll Meyer
Mary Young
sexual assault.
For assistjiygefepntact: Ext 2319
KauKe 31 UXt 2505Gault Alumni Center Ext 2 1 66
Kauke7 Ext. 2371
Kauke8 Ext 2256
Taylor 106 ' Ext 2586
Westminster Church HouEact 2398
Kauke 132 Ext 2347
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Ch. Ishtiaq Ghafoor
With the tragic death of Princess
Di causing postponement of fixtures
in the UK and a players union threat-
ening to jeopardize the Spanish
league season, soccer-phile- s in
Wooster had to look closer to home
for some fireworks this past week:
And who better to provide them than
the Lady Scot soccer team, runaway
conference champions last year and
ranked 14th nationally.
And so, it was with somewhat ea-
ger anticipation that a small crowd
trudged to Carl Dale Memorial Soc-
cer Field on Sep. 2 to witness the
Lady Scots opening game of the
season - a home fixture with Walsh
College, whom they ran ragged last
season.
The start was good enough with
the Lady Scots asserting themselves
right away, but it included a scare
when star left-wing- er Chaya Cashin
'99 was aided off nursing her arm.
But another veteran of last season's'
successful campaign, defender
Greer Spicer 99 soon made
Wooster's intentions clear as she
half-volley-
ed powerfully on a cor-
ner clearance in the 14th minute to
have Walsh 'keeper Shannon
Ramsey scrambling to save with her
feet
This was just the beginning of
Wooster's barrage as Megan
Mueller '99 battled to maintain
domination of the midfield. She
played an excellent game through-
out, and provoked an excellent save
from the Walsh 'keeper in the 23rd
minute after she had swivelled into
position just inside the penalty box.
Two minutes later she was at it
again, as she combined smoothly
with sibling Kirsten '99 on the left
before floating in a measured cross
to Melissa Eging '98 who narrowly
missed.
It was encouraging to see veteran
Eging's pace matched in attack by
splendid back up work from first-ye- ar
JennifeifWaina. And though
Wooster's defense still appears
somewhat jerky, it cannot be too
easy to replace stalwart Kelly James
'97. Kelly graduated last year as
NCAC Defender of the Year, and
was elected to First Team USA. She
marshalled the Lady Scot defense
with a commanding presence and
explosive pace. Yet it is amazing to
see the confidence with which her
successor Talley Clyde '01 goes
about her job.
However, as is sometimes the
unfortunate case of one-side- d
matches with poor finishing, the
underdogs decide to do a little bark-
ing themselves. And so it was that
Scot 'keeper Leah Dwyer '99, who
had only had to make one prior save
throughout the entire match, was
beaten by Walsh's Jill Jageman with
25 minutes remaining on the clock.
Then try as they might in the fi-
nal moments, with Cashin and
Eging in brilliant flow, the Lady
Scots just could not find the back of
the net. So the final score remained
l-- 0to Walsh.
However, due to the domineering
nature of Wooster's game, the opti-
mists among us wrote off the defeat
as simply a prelude to the winning
streak ahead. After all, Wooster's 18
game victory streak last season had
also kicked-of- f with a defeat.
Unfortunately, the optimists were
V2 JL$LL
to be just as shocked as the Lady
Scots themselves when Hope Col-
lege came to Carl Dale Memorial on
Sept. 6 and totally outplayed them
for a 3-- 0 victory.
The defeat was even more bit-
ter when reflected upon that this
was the same Hope College that
the Lady Scots had thrashed 5-- 0
last season. The heroine of that
match, hat-tric- k scoring Danielle
Baughman '99, was just not there
and neither were the silky passing
displays of yesteryear, as Hope
hammered goals in the 14th
minute of the first half, and ftr the
3rd and 21st minutes of the sec-
ond half. ,
Though it still is very early in the
season, the Lady Scots need to
thoroughly think out their ap-
proach soon. For as the Walsh
game showed, it is impressive to
dominate a game but it's the final
goals that actually make the differ-
ence. And for a so-far-as-- yet score-
less Lady Scot team, it is only a
matter of organizing the multi-talent- ed
offense effectively for the
goals to start flowing in. '
On Tuesday, the Lady Scots trav-
elled to Alliance to face Mount
Union! With strong midfield play
and equally impressive teamwork,
the Lady Scots blanked the Purple
Raiders for their first victory of the
young season. Chaya Cashin scored
the Lady Scots only goal.
The Lady Scots will face more
tough competition this week as
they battle Kalamazoo on the road
on Saturday. Next Wednesday, the
Lady Scots will travel to Cleveland
to facef John Carroll.
continued from page 12
hooked the drift sock ( a drift sock
peared to us), yes it was indeed a
fish, and a smallmouth at that!
Squinting my eyes, I tried to esti-
mate the size of jft told Mike to
move his pinky finger because it was
blocking the view of his fish from
the rest of us. It turned out to be
about an 8 oz. smallmouth'. But, as
the saying goes, one fish is better
than no fish. I was certainly happy
to see my buddy catch at least one
fish because there is nothing worse
than the look ofa disappointed fish-
erman. Thankfully, Mike is a guy
of high spirits and can take a few
jokes because his fish was the butt
of many jokes on the ride home.
What began as a miserable day
had turned out to be a fantastic fish
. of
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Fighting Scot football buries Centre in season opener
Players, coachespleased with performance as the Scots open with a win; gear upfor home match
James Allardice
The football team continues to
create a new winning image for it-
self after winning the season opener
on Saturday
against Centre 31-1- 0.
It was the first
season opener the
Scots have won
since 1987.
The Scots over-
came a lethargic
start to beat a Cen-
tre team that de
feated Wooster in
last year's season opener by the
score of 28-2- 1. Placing high ex-
pectations on themselves, the
Scots took the first step in a sea-
son that they hope will end in a
conference championship.
After both teams struggled to
move the ball, the Scots got on the
board first with a 32-ya- rd field goal
by backup kicker Ben Arnold '00
with 3:14 left in the first quarter.
Early in the second quarter, Centre
evened the score at 3 with a 22-ya- rd
field goal.
HI'
On the subse-
quent possession,
the Scots drove 72
yards in 10 plays
and scored on a five
yard touchdown
pass from quarter-
back Rich Judd '99
to halfback Doug
Laditka '99. The
two point conversion failed and the
Scots went into halftime with a 9-- 3
lead.
To open the third quarter, the Cen-
tre Colonels missed a field goal and
the Scots took control of the game.
The offensive game opened up and
Centre could not match the Scots'
firepower. Following the missed
Colonel field goal, Wooster marched
80 yards in nine plays, capped by
Jeff Elser's '99 six-ya- rd touchdown
run. Judd ran the ball in for the two
point conversion, and the Scots led
17-- 3.
On their next possession, early in
the fourth quarter, the Scots drove
62 yards on 10 plays to score on a
one-yar- d run by Elser. The extra
point put the Scots ahead 24-- 3.
Three minutes later, the Colonels
scored on a 23-ya- rd run by quarter-
back Jeff Floyd and closed the gap
to 24-1- 0.
With 3:19 left in the fourth, de-
fensive back Mike, Murray 99
sealed the victory with a 69 inter-
ception return for a touchdown.
Murray was also able to shut down
the Colonels biggest offensive
threat in wide receiver Montas
Allen.
Lady Scots tackle tough foes
Head coach Jim Barnes said that
Allen was one of the premier
playmakers the Scots will face all
season. Last season Allen lit up
the Scots with 80 and 66-ya- rd
touchdown receptions. Murray,
who took Allen all day one-on-on- e,
held him to four yards on a reverse
and no receptions.
The Scos had a balanced attack,
finishing with 179 yards passing and
156 yards rushing, led by Judd's 179
passing yards which solidified his
place in the record books as the
school's career leader in comple-
tions with 292.
Elser carried the ball 27 times for
115 yards, while wide receiver
Brandon Good '99 had four recep-
tions for 63 yards. Good enters
Saturday's home game against
Grove City needing six receptions
to hold the school record for career
receptions.
Grove City enters with a 1- -0
record after defeating Kenyon 37-3- 0.
The Wolverines are led by full-
back Doug Steiner who rushed for
207 yards and four touchdowns last
week. Last season, Wooster de-
feated Grove City -- 7-6 in double
overtime and finished the season
with a 2-- 8 record. The Scots
squeaked out a victory despite only
having 90 total yards on offense and
allowing Grove City to amass 259
total yards.
But the Wolverines could not take
care of the ball and three fumbles
proved costly. Both teams were held
scoreless until overtime. The Wol-
verines return 17 starters and will
be looking to go 2-- 0.
The Scots enter the home opener
with a winning record for the first
time in 10 years and have their
sights set on --the conference
Ryan's fishing fury
ing excursion. In total we had
boated seven smallmouths, ranging
in size from 8 oz. to 5 lbs. But best
of all, everyone had caught a fish
and had a great time together. There
are many variables in fishing, in-
cluding the weather and finicky fish,
but there is one constant; that is the
camaraderie which you can share
with few good buddies, no matter
what the fishing conditions. I know
that even if the fish had not been bit-
ing that dayvI would have had fun
anyway because I was in the com-
pany of some of my best friends.
Keep that in perspective next time
you hit the water and become frus-
trated with catching no fish. Re-
member, catch and release is the
only way to go! And, a bad day of
fishing is always better than a good
day of classes. Good Fishin' !
CRANDELL HOUSE
proudly presents
Bacchanalia
iSifchief iHif chief
Saturday, September 13
Beck's Family Campground
8374 Friendsville Road, Wooster, Ohio
Proper ID Required
Featuring: 3 Jammin' Live Bands
And Much More
UoO iHAov" FWnC;nP'CaSC $15-0- 0 DavcEvJ
o j - r
Crandell Houm la not responsible tor personal Injuries or damages which may occur
during the Bacchanalia event. Please don't drink and drivel
fir
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Ryan McAllister
Fishin ' with Mac: The Charter
'
- BEEP!BEEP!BEEP!BEEP!BEEP!
"It can't already be time to wake up,"
I thought, as I jumped out of bed to
turn off my alarm clock. The dis-
play on the clock read 4:15 a.m. A
quick calculation told me that I had
just gone to bed about two hours ago.
-- As-1 stood There in the dark of my "
room like a zombie, I thought to
myself: "What in the world am I do-
ing up at 4:15 ajn. on a Saturday,
when most other students are fast
asleep or arc just turning in after a
hard night on the C.O.W. campus?"
Then I realized that today was the big
day! The day that I had been antici-
pating all summer! No, it was nou
my 21st birthday, but rather the dajr
of my fishing charter. For my birth-
day, my girlfriend had given me a
. charter for four people, including
myself, to go fishing for smallmouth
bass on Lake Erie. I had invited three
of the guys from my house (Bryan
House): Luke Lindberg '00, Mike
Suszter '00, and Kevin Godburn '00
to join me on this four hour charter.
The charter headed out at 7 a.m. so
we had to be up there by 6:45 a.m.
After staggering around the house,
eyes blood shot and crusted over, we
managed to hit the road on time at
4:55 arm.
Needless to say, Lowry is not open
at this time, so we were forced to
purchase our breakfast from a B.P.
gas station. Never again will I com-
plain about food at Lowry after the
breakfast experience we had that
morning. Our diet consisted of two
stale sandwiches, a pack of Ho Ho's,
and two dry blueberry muffins, none
of which would have passed a food
inspection. We hungrily devoured
our meal and continued on our jour-
ney to the mighty Lake Erie.
Arriving at our destination at 6:30
a.m., groggier than when we had be-
gun the trip, we stepped out of the
van and were confronted with a cool
brisk wind blowing in off the lake.
The sun had just begun to rise and
there was not a cloud in the sky.
What a beautiful day it would be
indeed. The excitement began to
mount as we headed down the dock
to the boat, forgetting now about
our sleepless night and concentrat-
ing on fish.
buddies return to reel
Hun
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Woosterfishermen Mike Suszter '00,
home.
As we boarded our 26' charter
boat we were greeted by Captain
Ed Abel, owner of the charter ser-
vice and the boat named the"
"Tightliner." I knew at once after
.
meeting Captain Abel that we were
going to catch some fish that day.
He had that fisherman look about
him, with the wild wind-blow- n hair,
and dark tanned skin that looked al-
most like leather. His boat was
equally impressive. It was literally
loaded from the top down with
thousands of dollars worth of fish-
ing equipment He had everything
from the state of the art depth and
fish finder to the ten baitcasting
rods that extended from the roof of
the boat, as well as the two down
rigging systems on either side of
the boat The rear of the boat was
clear of equipment so that at least --
.
five people could fish with ease. It ,
was truly every Lake Erie.'
fisherman's dream boat.
We pulled away from the dock, ...
promptly at 7 a.m. and were soon?
running east towards" the Lorain,
Lighthouse. Fifteen minutes later ,
we pulled up to one of Captain
Abel's hot spots and positioned the
boat so that it would drift with the
wind. We had our lines in no longer
i
"
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Luke Lindberg '00, Kevin Godburn
than twenty minutes when Kevin
Godburn hooked into what would
turn out to be the largest fish of the
day and probably the largest small-mou- th
of his life. It peeled off drag
for several minutes before we saw
the monster emerge from the depths.
It appeared to us --as it leapt a foot
out of the water and then plunged
back down fighting with all its might
to throw the hook..As Captain Abel
saw the fish jump, he declared that
it was probably at least a five
pounder. Now for those of you who
know anything about smallmouths,
you would realize what it means to
catch a fish of this size. Captain
Abel later explained to us that guys
who have been coming up fishing
with him for 10 years have never .
caught a fish of thaf size. As I do in
all my fishing excursions, I encour-
aged my fellow angler to release the
1 fish. It is a great feeling to know
that you just released a large fish --
.which can go and grow even larger.
For another angterto oafcft and hope-
fully release again. I must give
credit to Kevin because he did not
even need encouragement from me
to release the fish. Kudos to Kevin!
The next fish was boated about 30
minutes later by Luke Lindberg '00.
in readers
Photo by Captain Er Abel
'00 and Ryan McAllister '00 return
His 23 lb smallmouth was certainly
a dandy fish but paled in compari-
son to Kevin's monster. However,
Luke appeared to enjoy his first
battle with a smallmouth. Next
came my fish, which was about the
same size as Luke's. I was fishing
with my 4'6' ultra light outfit, which
made this fish feel like Moby Dick.
Kevin, Luke, and I boated in sev-
eral more fish in the next few hours,
but Mike Suszter refused to contrib-
ute to the catch for the day. He was
certainly trying hard, but he could
not buy a bita. I must mention that
Mike was norYoirter about not hav-
ing caught a fish yet He seemed to
be enjoying the conversation that he
was engaged in with Captain Abel.
As our trip was coming to an end,
and it was beginning to look as if
Mike was going to come Jiome
Ashless as weU-a- s pennUesafter
buying everyone that caug&t a fish
--lunch, I saw him jvbeel bactand set
the hook. Qnuittoiha&likehad
finally hooked into a fish? We de-
bated for several seconds whether
or not he had a fish or if he had just
please see RYAN'S FISHING
FURY, page 11
Out ofthe
blocks . .
Dave Walkenhorst
Last Friday's cross country meet
between the Scots and the Oberlin
Yeomen marked the start of the 1997
season. Friday's meet was unusual
in that it was not scored. The men's
race, was four miles (one mile short
of the normal race distance), and the
women's jace was 23 miles (one
half mile shorter than normal);
' Both teams used the race as an op-
portunity to get used to race situa
tions again after the summer. ,
Overall, this was a solid effort by
both the men's and women's teams.
It indicates potential for a success-
ful, competitive, season. ' "We're
looking forward to the GLCA meet
on Sept 19," said Coach Dennis
Rice.
. .
. ; -
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In the men's four mile race, Allyn
Peterson '99 finished first for the
Scots, second overall in- - a time of
21:44. Following Peterson were
Robert Buckley '00 (3rd, 21:47),
Josh Baird '98 (7th, 22:04), Dave
Walkenhorst '99 (8th, 22:05), Scott
Greenaway '00 (9th, 22:20),
Brendan McCabe '99 (10th, 22:21),
Tony Kauke '98 (12th, 23:10),
Aaron Veith '99 (13th, 23:26), Matt
Schneider '01 (14th, 23:36), Sridhar
Chandramouli '00 (18th, 25:54),
and Dan Bifano '00 (19th, 26:17).
In the women's 2.5 mile race,
Beth Huffman '99 won with a time
of 1 6: 1 2. Following Huffman were
Rachel Dawson '01 (2nd, 16:22),
Sandy Tecklenburg '01 (3rd, 16:46),
Laurie Cappell '99 (8th. 17:09),
Beth Schell '98 (9th, 17:13),
Katherine Rath-Cours- ey '99 (10th,
17:28), Sarah Antel '00 (14th,
18:11), Eileen Imada '99 (15th,
18:16), Heather Rowell '98 (16th,
18:28), Denise Bertsch '99 (17th,
18:33), Julie Morrison '98 (19th,
18:39), Angie Skaggs '01 (20th,
18:42), Marie Salupo '99 (22nd,
19:40), Andrea Jorjorian '01 (23rd,
19:50), Betsy Nettlebeck '98 (24th,
20:09), Catheryn Schantz '98 (25th,
20:18), Kate Rogers '01 (26th,
20:20), and Rachel Margherio 'Of
(27th, 20:55).
The next race for both teams win
be the Great Lakes College Asso-
ciation meet on Sept 19 at Earlham
College.
Football Worr.cn s Soccer Men's Soccer :. Vc'S-l- i': ; r;..W."
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